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About This Game

Get ready for a game so stupid you would rather show your browser history than admit that you like it! Lots of action,
explosions and yes, it's a penis-tank in the trailer.

What? You need more reasons to play "2 Ninjas 1 Cup"?

- Challenging gameplay with instant respawns
- Silly plot with voice acting so bad it will make you cringe (don't know which one is worse)

- Explosions. Everybody loves explosions
- Original gags. Terrible, but original.

- Penis-tank

Now we're sure that you want to play it, so here's a list containing things "2 Ninjas 1 Cup" doesn't have:

- 3D helicopters
- Answers to "Will Trump start the World War III?"

- A proof that Hitler knew about the concentration camps
- A diet plan for Yo Mamma who is so fat she broke your family tree

So what are you waiting for!? We need you to bring the cup back!
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Really enjoyed it with my friend, one problem is I have stability issues with it , fps drops on some levels.. An ejoyable remake
of Exile 3, that brings it in line with modern sensibilities.. One of the most POWERFUL FIRST-PERSON SHOOTING
GAMES EVER!!1!
A lot of CHALLENGES for TIME. Some ZOMBIE CHALLENGES for TIME, of course.
AND CO-OP MODE. I RECOMMEND THIS GAME.. This game is awesome. You fight fires save lives and prevent disasters..
While this isn't a bad game, it is uninspired. But it's nice looking enough and easy to play, so I feel like it deserves a thumbs up
despite not being particularly exciting. If you're super into the genre and have exhausted the best Steam has to offer (Kingdom
Rush, Defender's Quest, and Royal Defense are the first titles that come to mind), then it's worth picking up on sale.. First, this
software seemed to be a great piece of kit with a lot of potential, as my old PC was fairly basic and outdated it struggled to run
the engine, so I was condemned to wait patiently for a PC that could run it well. While at the same time, the community waited
patiently for the updates required to make this game making software what it should be...

My PC eventually happened!!
..the much needed updates for this software, it appears, did not...

Recently, I tried to go onto the official website and read into if there had been any updates or news through there... Only to be
taken to a website which is very clearly NOT for this software!!
The URL is "RTSCreator.net", but the website appears to be a Chinese How To site with some very random posts, including
some stuff about pressure points on the hands and other such entirely irrelevant topics...

It seems this is not only long abandoned by the devs, but is being sold by them still even though the software was never finished,
fixed, or even fully supported by its developers.
And more so with the website not existing anymore, in my opinion everything summed up means this software is NOT WORTH
YOUR TIME OR MONEY!
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This game makes no ♥♥♥♥ing sense but I love it.. Here is my first play, early review and thoughts on the game!
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=rxKDkEtmaVA

Excellent game. It's a fancy and fun twist on the popular 'Chess" game and much easier to learn and the game typically moves a
lot faster as well.

Reminds me a LOT of a type-in game from the old COMPUTE! magazine back in the 1980s called Laser Chess! And ohhh did
I love that game back then. So a modern day "Laser Chess" I wondered when I saw this.. I HAD to buy it. And I am glad I did!

Is it a great game for everyone? Absolutely NOT!

I can see a good number of people being bored out of their mind with this game, however if you are one who likes games like
Backgammon, Freecell, Chess, and Checkers, then chances are good you'll love this game and think it's worth every penny.

Action game lover? Need fancy 3D graphics, guns and swords? Stay away from this one! ;-). I definitely think this game would
had have been better if you were on a boat and had to navigate the boat while shooting and picking up ducks. Unforunately,
instead it's a stand still wave shooter where most of the things you have to shoot are in a frontal cone ahead of you. Sound guides
you when targets are nearby and when you sould probably look back (to kill rabbits mostly). Would have been smart if part of
the difficulty was setting up a torch to see at night or picking up the ducks before the predators come to take them. Something
other than just finding the target.

I'm not sure why there's two guns when you need 1 hand with an ammo clip so you can quickly reload and grab more ammo
while you keep shooting. You probably won't last long if you pick up both guns unless you're very skilled.

The graphics are absolutely amazing. The gun seems to be on target. Nice day and night cycle and nice weather events. Sound is
also very good. Game has a lot of polish. But it's only 1 map and you can't move and there's not a lot of enemy types or a tactic
other than shoot on target quickly. This game should at least have more weapons. Bazooka? Something to get us excited to play.

I am recommending this game, but just barely. I'm not sure it's worth $8 but at $6.39, I guess it's about 50\/50 for the amount of
content currently

Rating 5\/10. The game is fun but needs more updates. nanaru best girl 10/10 would incest again. excellent platformer.
Multiwinia is a great followup game to the single-player Darwinia. It has some awesome and unique game modes. The main
thing that this game lacks however is people who actually play it online. The online user count started fairly low when the game
was released and you will be lucky to find more than two games, if any at all being played online.

Edit 2017: The game is still lacking any meaningful online gameplay. It is great if you and your friends want to play against each
other or against the AI though. Great game, great series. If you're into horror/adventure/point and click, play this. It's much
better than Gabriel Knight. Oh snap!
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